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Abstract—For the TerraSAR-X mission, a new staring spotlight
mode has been implemented delivering very high azimuth res-
olution. Detailed performance analyses have been conducted to
optimize the commanding parameters for this mode. Compared to
the previously available TerraSAR-X imaging modes, staring spot-
light requires operating the instrument with minimum margins
and at the edge of the specifications, the radar has been designed
for. Therefore, an additional step—a global acquisition simula-
tion and analysis—is introduced during the operationalization to
ensure the suitability of the derived commanding parameters on
a global scale. This paper gives an overview of SAR performance
analyses conducted for the mode optimization and implementa-
tion phases and presents a novel global performance assessment
approach, which is generally applicable for the verification of
operational SAR modes. Additionally, measurement results and
exemplary acquisitions are shown.

Index Terms—High resolution, staring spotlight, synthetic
aperture radar (SAR), TerraSAR-X.

I. INTRODUCTION

D URING 2013, the portfolio of the TerraSAR-X mission
radar-imaging modes has been substantially extended.

Since the launch of TerraSAR-X in 2007, four SAR imaging
modes have been operationally available (cf. Table I). They
range from sliding spotlight modes called spotlight (SL) and
high-resolution spotlight (HS) with azimuth resolutions down
to 1.1 m, over stripmap (SM), to a four-beam scanSAR (SC)
mode with a range coverage of 100 km. In order to make new
applications accessible, two new modes have been developed
and are operationally available since autumn 2013 [1], [2].
These are a wide ScanSAR mode with a range coverage of
more than 200 km for ship detection and sea ice monitoring,
and a staring spotlight (ST) mode with an azimuth resolution
of 24 cm for applications like airfield surveillance and critical
infrastructure monitoring. This mode allows an identification
of even small-scale objects and an easier visual interpretation
of the SAR imagery.

Spotlight modes generally deliver an increased azimuth res-
olution compared to stripmap acquisitions. The beam is steered
backward relative to the direction of flight to increase the
aperture time and thus the azimuth signal bandwidth of each
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target within the scene. The increased bandwidth improves
the azimuth resolution compared to a stripmap acquisition.
However, in sliding spotlight modes (e.g., SL and HS), the main
lobe of the azimuth antenna pattern is still sweeping forward
over the scene in the azimuth direction, even though slower as
in stripmap. This is shown on the left of Fig. 1. In the staring
spotlight mode, the goal of the antenna steering is to maintain
the scene center in the center of the main lobe of the azimuth
beam for the whole aperture time, as depicted on the right of
Fig. 1. In contrast to the sliding spotlight modes, the antenna
beam in staring spotlight is directly pointing to the center of
the scene during the entire data acquisition. This maximizes the
target azimuth bandwidth for a given acquisition duration and
leads to the maximum possible azimuth resolution at the cost of
a smaller scene extent in azimuth [3].

For the TerraSAR-X staring spotlight mode, the azimuth
antenna steering angle is significantly larger than for the
sliding spotlight modes, enabling higher resolution images
but causing a considerably increased range cell migration
(RCM). TerraSAR-X employs an active phased array antenna
with an azimuth element spacing greater than the wave-
length. Therefore, the performance of electronically steered
(off-boresight) azimuth beams is affected by grating lobes. The
effect is increasing for greater steering angles [4], as used for
staring spotlight. Thus, the azimuth ambiguity performance has
been identified to be the driving performance parameter for
staring spotlight [5], [6]. An optimized selection of the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF) is therefore essential.

Besides the increased antenna steering span compared to
the sliding spotlight modes, the maximum possible range chirp
bandwidth of 300 MHz is employed to maximize the range res-
olution as far as possible for TerraSAR-X to be closer to the
high azimuth resolution. However, the high bandwidth causes a
high data rate that is limiting the receive echo window length,
and therefore the range scene size due to the instrument con-
straints buffer length and data rate limitations [1], [5], [7].
The specified range extent of the mode—called nominal swath
width—is further limited since margins are necessary to cope
with orbit variations and inaccuracies in the digital elevation
model (DEM) used for the command generation as well as for
losses due to the RCM correction.

The staring spotlight mode of TerraSAR-X is required to be
operationally available for worldwide acquisition. Therefore,
the commanding parameters and especially the PRF has to
be optimized and their suitability has to be validated on a
global scale. The optimized staring spotlight products shall
complement and shall be well differentiated from the other
well-established and recognized TerraSAR-X products. Due
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TABLE I
OPERATIONAL TERRASAR-X IMAGING MODES

Fig. 1. Acquisition geometry of a SAR operating in a sliding spotlight mode,
e.g., high-resolution spotlight (left) and in staring spotlight mode (right).

to the azimuth antenna steering beyond the design limits, the
range of PRFs delivering high-performance products drastically
shrinks. However, in order to cope with satellite altitude and
topographic variations, the echo window timing and the PRF
have to be adapted for each individual acquisition scenario.
Hence, a second step after the selection of PRFs is necessary—
the proof of the suitability for commanding and the compliance
with performance requirements for acquisitions all over the
Earth.

This paper focuses on the optimization of the TerraSAR-X
staring spotlight mode and a performance prediction approach
based on the simulation of globally distributed acquisitions.
From the optimization step, the global simulations and the eval-
uation of really acquired staring spotlight images, mode spec-
ifications are derived. Although the operational TerraSAR-X
commanding algorithms are incorporated in the simulation
environment, they are not addressed in detail here. More infor-
mation for this can be found in [8].

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section II, the
key challenges of the staring spotlight mode of TerraSAR-X
are addressed and the strategy for the optimization of com-
manding parameters is developed. Section III introduces a novel
performance assessment approach based on global-scale acqui-
sition simulations. The expected ambiguity performance as well
as other key parameters are derived from these simulations.
TerraSAR-X image evaluation of impulse response function
(IRF) parameters, the noise characteristics, and the radiomet-
ric resolution are shown in Section IV. In Section V, two
of the very first operational staring spotlight acquisitions are
compared to standard TerraSAR-X high-resolution spotlight
images and important differences are addressed. A summary of
the optimized key performance parameters of the operational
staring spotlight mode is given in Section VI.

II. MODE OPTIMIZATION

The starting point for the analysis described in this paper is
a study on the capability to acquire TerraSAR-X SAR images
with high azimuth resolution in staring spotlight mode [5], [6],
[9], [10]. For achieving a drastic improvement in azimuth res-
olution, the recommendation of the study is to increase the
azimuth antenna steering span ΔΘST (cf. Fig. 1 on the right)
of the acquisition to 4.42◦.

In [5], the azimuth antenna characteristics of TerraSAR-X
are treated in detail. It is shown that the high grating lobe gain,
especially of steered azimuth beams [4], leads to strong signal
ambiguity contributions degrading the azimuth ambiguity-to-
signal ratio (AASR) of the acquisition [11]. There are several
options to improve the AASR. The theoretical possibility to
reduce azimuth ambiguities by the use of an azimuth processing
window and a proper PRF selection was demonstrated in [5].
For all TerraSAR-X modes, an azimuth processing window is
used for sidelobe suppression [1], [12]. The same (generalized)
Hamming window with α = 0.6 is used for staring spotlight.
Additionally, it was shown that a reduction in the azimuth scene
size also leads to an improvement of the overall AASR. As the
distance to scene center increases, the AASR is degrading. If
the outer targets are excluded from the image, the average as
well as the worst-case AASR performance can be improved to
a tolerable level. The careful selection of the PRF and the defi-
nition of the azimuth scene extent are the two options chosen for
the optimization of the AASR performance of the TerraSAR-X
staring spotlight mode.

The goal during the operational staring spotlight mode imple-
mentation was to derive optimized commanding parameters and
to specify the resulting mode characteristics. There are 122
different elevation beams available on-board for staring spot-
light, covering the incidence angle range from 15◦ to 60◦. For
each elevation beam, different SAR parameters are necessary
to achieve image products with optimized performance. The
usable PRF range, the azimuth scene size, and margins for the
range swath width have to be defined individually.

A. Operational TerraSAR-X Commanding System

During the operational mode implementation, a compre-
hensive performance simulation evolved from [5] has been
conducted, dedicated to the actual, operational system. In order
to make the simulations as accurate and realistic as possible,
all inputs are taken from the operational TerraSAR-X ground
segment environment, e.g.,

1) the reference orbit [13];
2) the attitude steering [14];
3) azimuth and elevation antenna patterns [15];
4) the on-board PRF configurations;
5) the quantized steering angles of the azimuth beams;
6) the finite number (125) of different azimuth beams which

can be used during one acquisition;
7) a commanding sequence calculated by the operational

commanding algorithms [8].
The operational commanding algorithms calculate radar

instrument parameters like the PRF, the echo window timing,
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Fig. 2. TerraSAR-X timing diagram with nadir events and transmit events for
a satellite orbit altitude of 510 and 537 km, respectively. The white regions
indicate suitable PRFs over certain incidence angle ranges.

receiver gain settings, and for spotlight modes, the azimuth
antenna steering sequence individually for each scene on the
ground to be imaged. The commanding software is integrated
into the mission operations segment of the TerraSAR-X mis-
sion and running automatically for each requested acquisition
[8]. The operational, autonomous character of this software
causes high demands regarding reliability and computational
efficiency that need to be fulfilled by the extension of the instru-
ment commanding system to staring spotlight. In Section III, a
novel approach is presented, utilizing the highly efficient opera-
tional algorithms in a simulation framework to predict the SAR
performance on a global scale [2]. At the same time, the staring
spotlight updated operational algorithms are verified to ensure
a high reliability.

B. PRF Optimization

The driving factors for the selection of an adequate PRF
for a SAR acquisition are the echo timing constraints and the
ambiguity-to-signal ratio (ASR). The timing is limited by the
transmit event and the return of nadir echoes. It is not possi-
ble to receive radar echoes during the transmission of a pulse,
and the reception of nadir returns is not desirable. The power
of the nadir return can be strong compared to the power of
the return from the actually imaged scene. Fig. 2 depicts the
nadir returns and transmit events as function of the incidence
angle for the minimum and maximum satellite orbit altitudes
of TerraSAR-X. White regions indicate incidence angle ranges
that can be used for acquisition with dedicated PRFs. It can be
seen from Fig. 2 that the choice of the PRF depends on the satel-
lite altitude. The elevation of the target and nadir areas need to
be considered as well. The usable incidence angle range with
the corresponding PRF also determines the maximum possible
swath width. Vice versa, a necessary swath width further limits
the ranges of usable PRFs for a given incidence angle.

The strategy of the TerraSAR-X command generation sys-
tem is to use a PRF as close as possible to a so-called target
PRF. This target PRF is a compromise regarding the overall
ASR performance, delivering comparable values for ambigui-
ties in azimuth (AASR) and range (RASR) direction and thus
minimizing the ASR. Neither the AASR nor the RASR should
be dominating. Fig. 3 shows an example. The AASR and RASR
curves for elevation beam spot_063 versus the PRF are depicted

Fig. 3. Example for AASR and RASR trends versus PRF in blue and green,
respectively. The AASR values represent a point target at an outer azimuth
position of a staring spotlight scene. The RASR values are worst-case over all
simulated range targets for a scene imaged with elevation beam spot_063 at an
incidence angle of 44◦. The red line represents the ASR value. Its minimum
is marked by the orange vertical line, being the target PRF of approximately
4450 Hz.

in blue and green, respectively. The red curve represents the
ASR, i.e., the linear sum of the powers of both ambiguities.
Its minimum is highlighted by the orange vertical line being
the target PRF of approximately 4450 Hz. The target PRF is
enclosed by a minimum and a maximum PRF that still deliver
acceptable AASR and RASR values. This PRF range provides
a certain flexibility that is required to find timing parameters in
the context of varying orbit altitude and scene topography [16].

A Ulaby X-band backscatter model for soil and rock [17]
is used during the ambiguity calculations and the coupling
between range and azimuth ambiguities is considered as neg-
ligible [18]. Fig. 4 shows the AASR for point targets uniformly
distributed in azimuth direction of a staring spotlight scene ver-
sus PRF. For the simulation, a (generalized) Hamming window
with α = 0.6 is used. Due to the strong grating lobes, an oscil-
lating behavior of the AASR over the PRF is observable. The
local minima occur for PRFs for which—integrated over the
whole synthetic aperture and all azimuth beams—the ambigui-
ties fall into low-gain regions of the respective azimuth antenna
patterns. Additionally, the AASR performance degrades for tar-
gets with increasing distance to scene center as shown in Fig. 4.
This AASR degradation occurs due to the fact that the azimuth
antenna beam is continuously pointing with its highest gain
toward the center of the scene. Targets with more azimuth off-
set to the scene center are observed with a lower gain part of the
respective azimuth antenna pattern main lobe. Consequently, a
reduction in the azimuth scene size can be used as a measure to
avoid poor AASR performance at the azimuth scene edges.

Staring spotlight is a mode to acquire scenes with the best
possible resolution, even at the cost of a relatively small scene
size. The main area of interest—e.g., infrastructure that shall
be monitored or objects to be detected and recognized—is
assumed to be close to the center of the scene. Thus, the goal is
to achieve the best possible ambiguity performance for areas
close to scene center. A PRF close to a local minimum of
the curves in Fig. 4 provides the best AASR at scene center
and in approximation a symmetric degradation with increasing
target azimuth offset from scene center. Thus, the local min-
ima from Fig. 4 have to be selected as target PRF (indicated
by red arrows). The possible target PRFs with their respective
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Fig. 4. Simulated AASR at different azimuth target positions. The legend rep-
resents the azimuth offset from scene center in percent of the projected 3-dB
azimuth beam width on the ground. A Hamming window (α = 0.6) was used.
Red arrows indicate local minima of the AASR curves. Their corresponding
PRFs are selected as target PRFs for the TerraSAR-X staring spotlight com-
manding. At the target PRFs, the AASR is increasing with increasing target
offset from scene center.

TABLE II
POSSIBLE TARGET PRFS DERIVED FROM AASR SIMULATIONS FOR THE

TERRASAR-X STARING SPOTLIGHT COMMANDING AND THEIR

CORRESPONDING MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM AASR OVER THE 3-DB
ONE-WAY BEAM WIDTH

The AASR values are independent of the incidence angle.

minimum and maximum AASR values for a scene extent cor-
responding to the projection of the 3-dB azimuth beam width
on the ground are summarized in Table II. The selection of
the local minimum for each individual elevation beam depends
on the RASR performance of the beam. For steep incidence
angle beams, a PRF of 5100 or 5860 Hz is possible since
range ambiguities are not a concern. Due to further rising range
ambiguities with increasing incidence angle, even the AASR
minima of Fig. 4 at lower PRFs have to be used for elevation
beams with an incidence angle of more than 45◦. In Fig. 5, an
optimized target PRF configuration based on ambiguity con-
siderations is depicted. The target PRF stays at 5860 Hz up to
an incidence angle of 36◦. These PRFs do not represent the
final configuration for the TerraSAR-X staring spotlight mode.
The range swath width of TerraSAR-X products with 300 MHz
range chirp bandwidth is limited by instrument constraints, i.e.,
the echo buffer length and data rate limitations and therefore
depends on the PRF. For this reason, the target PRF especially
for medium incidence angles is lowered to achieve an ade-
quate range scene size. Simulation results for the scene sizes
are shown in Section III-B.

C. Azimuth Scene Extent

The staring spotlight mode always points to scene center.
Thus, the azimuth scene extent corresponding to a certain

Fig. 5. Optimized target PRF configuration for the TerraSAR-X staring spot-
light mode based on ambiguity considerations. The incidence angle range from
15◦ to 60◦ covers all 122 spotlight elevation beams.

Fig. 6. Possible azimuth scene extent of staring spotlight acquisitions depend-
ing on the incidence angle. The dotted line represents the scene size which
would be achieved if 100% of the ground-projected 3-dB (one-way) azimuth
beam is used over the whole incidence angle range. The dashed and dashed–
dotted lines correspond to a percentage of 88% and 75%, respectively. The
red curve represents the finally specified azimuth scene extent for TerraSAR-X
staring spotlight products.

fraction of the 3-dB azimuth beam width increases with larger
incidence angle. The azimuth scene size of the TerraSAR-X
staring spotlight products can be specified as a fraction of the
area illuminated by the boresight azimuth beam. This beam is
pointing perpendicular to the antenna aperture with respect to
the azimuth direction. As mentioned earlier, 100% correspond
to the 3-dB one-way beam width. The actual values in kilome-
ters as function of the incidence angle are depicted in Fig. 6
for 100%, 88%, and 75% as dotted, dashed, and dashed–dotted
blue lines, respectively.

Restrictions to the scene extent are introduced as a function
of incidence angle to cope with rising azimuth ambiguities and
decreasing NESZ performance for targets at outer azimuth posi-
tions. As discussed in Section II-B, the AASR performance
and the achievable NESZ for steep incidence angles are bet-
ter. Therefore, the selected percentage of the illuminated scene
with sufficient SAR performance is larger in near range. This
strategy also ensures a more homogeneous performance along
the incidence angle. Following this approach, the azimuth scene
size of staring spotlight products can be specified as indicated
by the red curve in Fig. 6. The scene size follows the 88% line
up to an incidence angle of 34◦. Up to this incidence angle, a
target PRF of at least 5100 Hz is used, ensuring a good AASR
performance even for target positions further away from scene
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Fig. 7. (a) Swath width margin contributions (ground range) introduced during the calculation of the receive echo window to compensate orbit tube variations
of 250 m (solid line), DEM inaccuracies of 200 m (dotted line), RCM for the steering angle span of an staring spotlight acquisition (dashed line), and for a
high-resolution spotlight acquisition for comparison (dashed–dotted line). (b) Combined swath width margins (ground range) in near (solid line) and far range
(dotted line) of staring spotlight acquisitions as a function of incidence angle.

center. For higher incidence angle beams, the azimuth scene
size is kept constant at 2850 m until the 75% line is reached. For
these beams, the target PRF is lowered to cope with rising range
ambiguity levels (cf. Fig. 5). The resulting AASR degrada-
tion is partially compensated by a reduced fraction of the used
beam width, keeping the width in kilometers constant. Finally,
for larger incidence angles above 46◦, the azimuth scene size
follows the 75% line.

These optimizations together with the selected PRF ranges
allow to achieve an ambiguity performance which is very
homogeneous over a wide incidence angle range. The AASR
and RASR of staring spotlight can thus be specified to be bet-
ter than –17 and –20 dB, respectively, for the full performance
range covering incidence angles up to 45◦ [1].

D. Margin Considerations

There are several effects that can lead to a shift or degrada-
tion of the acquired scene in range, e.g., orbit variations and
DEM errors [19]. The orbit of the satellite is subject to dis-
turbances, e.g., due to atmospheric drag. Nevertheless, it is
precisely controlled to be within a toroidal tube with a radius
of 250 m (1− σ) relative to the reference orbit [20]. Each
cross-track deviation of the actual orbit relative to the reference
orbit—which is used for the timing calculations by the “radar
command generation” algorithms [8]—leads to a shift of the
acquired scene relative to the actually intended scene. Besides
the satellite position, the topographic height of the scene is
an essential input for the timing calculations. An error in the
assumed topographic height also leads to a shift of the acquired
scene relative to the intended one. The scene elevation informa-
tion is retrieved from a DEM library containing data from the
Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) [21] and Global
Land One-km Base Elevation (GLOBE) DEM data. The height
error of the SRTM data is in the order of 10 m [22]. However,
SRTM only covers areas up to ±60◦ latitude. For the rest of the
world, GLOBE data have to be used that show errors of up to
300 m [23]. In order to cope with these orbit and DEM errors,
margins are introduced during the timing calculations to be able
to deliver the promised scene coverage. Introducing margins in
this context means to enlarge the receiving echo window by an

earlier opening and later closing. Fig. 7(a) depicts the ground
range margins for an orbit variation (solid line) of 250 m. This
value corresponds to the requirement for the TerraSAR-X orbit
control accuracy. By depicting the ground range margins in
Fig. 7, the numbers can be compared with the ground range
extent of the scenes (cf. Section III-B), highlighting the rela-
tively large amount of margin necessary for the staring spotlight
mode. An error margin of the DEM used for the timing calcu-
lations of 200 m is considered. This value is a compromise,
ensuring the coverage of the intended scene with high probabil-
ity, but at the same time keeping the margin values at a tolerable
level. The same inputs have been used for the calculation of the
margins for all other TerraSAR-X modes.

Besides these inaccuracies, the margins have to incorporate
RCM [11]

ΔR(θi) = R0(θi) ·

⎛
⎜⎜⎝ 1√

1−
(

fa,max·λ
2·veff

)2
− 1

⎞
⎟⎟⎠ · 1

sin(θi)
(1)

where ΔR is RCM, R0 is the range of closest approach, fa,max

the maximum Doppler frequency of the acquisition, veff the
effective radar velocity, and θi the incidence angle. Due to the
larger azimuth steering span, the Doppler frequency for star-
ing spotlight (ca. ±19 kHz) is significantly larger than for the
high-resolution spotlight mode. For a comparison, the RCM
margins for both modes are depicted in Fig. 7(a) by the dashed
and dashed–dotted lines. The prolongation of the receive echo
window for the duration corresponding to the shown maximum
ground range RCM is necessary since the echo window position
is not adjusted during the whole aperture time of any spotlight
acquisition of TerraSAR-X. To ensure a full resolution focus-
ing for each point target within the scene, the echo window
has to be extended in far-range direction since RCM leads to
an increased range compared to the range of closest approach.
Therefore, the total swath width margins in near and far range
of a scene are asymmetric, which can be observed in Fig. 7(b).
For the near range margin mnear, only orbit and DEM inaccu-
racies have to be taken into account by their respective margins
morbit and mDEM

mnear(θi) = morbit(θi) +mDEM(θi). (2)
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Fig. 8. Histogram of the measured along-track positioning error of more than
5000 real TerraSAR-X high-resolution spotlight acquisitions. The mean value is
indicated as solid red vertical line and the dashed green vertical lines represent
the mean value plus minus one standard deviation.

In far range, the margin to cope with RCM adds up and
dominates the sum

mfar(θi) = morbit(θi) +mDEM(θi) + ΔR(θi). (3)

For the operational staring spotlight mode, the RCM is
accounted for by the described margin as an extension to the
echo window. Since the echo window length for acquisitions
with a range chirp bandwidths of 300 MHz is constrained by
the instrument hardware architecture, this results in an effective
shortening of the nominal swath width. However, it is possi-
ble to overcome this by shifting the echo window position with
(azimuth) slow time, e.g., with each azimuth beam used. Since
the introduced margin is larger than a kilometer in ground range
(depending on the incidence angle), this method could improve
the nominal swath width. The repositioning of the echo win-
dow with slow time is not implemented for the operational
staring spotlight mode because it would drastically increase
the command load. The instrument’s state machine and the
telecommand up-link to the spacecraft are the limiting factors
for this approach.

TerraSAR-X is equipped with a GPS controlled on-board
start time correction mechanism. This mechanism ensures a
very accurate along-track positioning of acquisitions making
a mode like staring spotlight with small azimuth scene sizes
possible. However, the accuracy of this start time correction
mechanism is also finite. This effect is accounted for by an
azimuth scene size margin. The azimuth scene center shift of
more than 5000 actual high-resolution spotlight acquisitions
(with a range chirp bandwidth of 300 MHz) was analyzed by
comparing the center of the acquired scene with the scene cen-
ter coordinate used for the commanding. In Fig. 8, a histogram
of the along-track error is shown. The histogram is symmet-
ric with a mean value of about 18 m (solid red vertical line)
and a standard deviation of approximately 85 m (dashed green
vertical lines symmetric to the mean value). Therefore, a mar-
gin of 100 m in early and late azimuth is regarded adequate
for staring spotlight. Due to this margin, the resulting azimuth
scene sizes delivered to the user are 200 m larger than specified
(cf. Fig. 6).

III. GLOBAL PERFORMANCE PREDICTION

During the optimization step of the staring spotlight mode
described in Section II, commanding parameters such as the
azimuth scene size, scene size margins, and especially a PRF
range have been derived for each individual elevation beam. In a
further step, it is necessary to validate the derived commanding
parameters on a global scale to estimate the impact of timing
variations. The TerraSAR-X orbit altitude changes from 510
to 537 km above the WGS84 ellipsoid, and topographic vari-
ations further impact the timing conditions. Another important
aspect from an operationalization point of view is the verifica-
tion of the instrument command generation software [8] which
had to be updated to support the staring spotlight commanding.
Additionally, the goal was to assess key performance param-
eters based on realistic acquisition scenarios with data taken
all over the Earth’s land masses. All three aspects are cov-
ered within the framework of a novel global simulation and
performance prediction approach.

A. Global Simulation Approach

In Fig. 9, the global performance simulation environment
is depicted. It ranges from scene center coordinate selection
over acquisition geometry and parameter calculation to the
evaluation of the results. The middle block incorporates the
operational algorithms for TerraSAR-X instrument command-
ing. The details of these algorithms are not addressed in this
paper, but in [8]. However, their integration in the simula-
tion environment is the main feature of the global performance
assessment approach. This results in three main advantages.
The simulation itself benefits from streamlined, computation-
ally efficient algorithms enabling a global approach with a
large set of simulated scenes. Furthermore, the operational
commanding chain including the updates for the new staring
spotlight mode is validated. To generate a huge amount of ran-
domly placed acquisitions is an excellent test for the software
and the used inputs. The third advantage which is stressed the
most in this paper is the opportunity to generate performance
estimates on a global scale that are as close as possible to the
real-world system. Having the operational commanding soft-
ware in the loop, no more simplifications are necessary and no
detail is neglected concerning these parts of the overall SAR
system.

In the first step of the simulation workflow, a scene center
coordinate is randomly selected over the Earth’s land masses.
Fig. 10 shows the spatial distribution of more than 20 000 scene
center coordinates evaluated during the staring spotlight mode
simulation. For each of these coordinates, all TerraSAR-X star-
ing spotlight mode acquisition possibilities within the repeat
cycle of 11 days are derived. Depending on the latitude of the
coordinate, several options for an acquisition exist in ascending
and descending geometry and with different incidence angles
and therefore elevation beams. One of these possibilities is ran-
domly selected. Fig. 11 shows a histogram of the elevation
beams selected during the simulations. For each of the 122
elevation beams, more than 150 acquisitions have been simu-
lated. For each scene, the operational TerraSAR-X instrument
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the global performance simulation environment.

Fig. 10. Local distribution of target coordinates used to simulate 20 000
statistical acquisitions. Each point represents a scene center coordinate.

commanding algorithms are invoked. During the calculations,
the commanding parameters derived in the mode design and
optimization phase (cf. Section II) are used as input. The ref-
erence orbit position of the satellite, its attitude, and accurate
DEM information of the scene are considered. These param-
eters significantly differ, depending on the scenes location on
the Earth. Therefore, a global simulation approach is required
to obtain globally valid results. The output of the commanding
algorithms is a set of parameters describing the acquisition in
terms of radar commanding parameters, such as the PRF, the
azimuth antenna steering rate, and others. Additionally, output
messages are created giving information about timing prob-
lems, scene size degradations, or even failed results. The last
stage in the global performance assessment workflow is to eval-
uate the output messages and to estimate the performance of
each simulated scene based on the calculated radar command-
ing parameters. AASR, RASR, the range scene size, and the
acquisition duration are analyzed as shown in Section III-B
because these parameters are the most challenging ones for
the TerraSAR-X staring spotlight mode and significantly vary
with the actual acquisition geometry. However, the global per-
formance assessment approach as described here is not limited
to these aspects and parameters. For other modes, other parame-
ters can be analyzed, depending on the specific challenges faced
by the mode [2].

Fig. 11. Distribution of the elevation beams used to simulate 20 000 statistical
acquisitions. The first beam spot_001 has an incidence angle of 15◦, whereas
the last beam spot_122 has an incidence angle of 60◦.

B. Global Simulation Results

A very promising first result of the simulation campaign
was that all acquisitions could be generated by the opera-
tional software without any problems, i.e., there was no failed
result. For every scene, the timing parameters could be suc-
cessfully calculated. Even for scenes with challenging timing
conditions due to difficult terrain with steep slopes, no problem
occurred. Thirteen of these acquisitions over difficult terrain
were commanded on the satellite for validation purposes. A
quality evaluation of the image products revealed no pecu-
liarities. The ASRs are calculated for several target positions
distributed over range and azimuth for all simulated scenes. The
operational commanding parameters are used as inputs. Fig. 12
shows the AASR for two characteristic target positions within
a staring spotlight scene. On the left, the values for a point tar-
get at azimuth scene center are given, representing the best-case
AASR within each scene. The results are depicted as the con-
tour lines of a 2-D histogram of AASR and incidence angle. As
the beam distribution is approximately uniform (cf. Fig. 11),
the histogram reflects the AASR distribution, highlighting the
dominant AASR region for a given incidence angle. On the
right, the worst-case AASR for each scene is shown, which
corresponds to a point target at the azimuth edge of the scene.
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Fig. 12. Contour lines of the two-dimensional (2-D) histogram of the AASR for (a) target at scene center and (b) azimuth edge of the scene of each simulated
acquisition.

Fig. 13. Contour lines of the 2-D histogram of the RASR for (a) best target and (b) worst target of each simulated acquisition.

The edge point targets for this simulation have been selected
according to the azimuth scene size definition described in
Section II-C. The AASR performance for a specific target loca-
tion (e.g., scene center) within a set of scenes acquired with the
same elevation beam and therefore incidence angle is different,
since the PRF for each acquisition is individually selected by
the operational commanding algorithms. The selection depends
on the specific timing conditions reflecting the orbit altitude
and the scene topography. This results in a broadening of the
histogram in ordinate direction for a given incidence angle.
This effect can be observed especially for scene center targets
[Fig. 12(a)] above 35◦ incidence angle. Additionally, a stronger
AASR variation at a fixed incidence angle can be observed for
scene center targets compared to scene edge targets. This is due
to a larger AASR gradient for scene center targets, if the tar-
get PRF (indicated by red arrows in Fig. 4) can not be selected
due to timing constraints. Obviously, for elevation beams with
approximately 19◦, 27◦, and 33◦ incidence angle, a PRF fur-
ther away from the target PRF has to be selected at least for
a significant amount of the acquisitions [Fig. 12(a)]. However,
the AASR for these acquisitions is more homogeneous over the
azimuth scene extent. The best case AASR is in the order of
–19 dB, whereas the worst-case AASR is around –17 dB for
acquisitions with these incidence angles. Overall, the AASR
performance is better than –17 dB for all point targets within
the scene for incidence angles up to 50◦.

Similar to the AASR characteristics, the RASR performance
has been evaluated. The results for the best-case target locations
within the scenes are shown in Fig. 13 on the left and for the

worst-case target locations on the right. Overall, the RASR per-
formance is deteriorating with increasing incidence angle. This
trend is clearly observable, although the target PRF is lowered
with increasing incidence angle to counteract rising ambiguity
powers (cf. Fig. 5). Compared to the AASR performance, slight
changes of the PRF away from the target PRF do not lead to sig-
nificantly changed RASR values. The histograms are compact
in RASR direction especially for values above –30 dB. This
can be explained by smaller gradients of RASR (Fig. 3) com-
pared to the AASR values (Fig. 4) as function of the PRF. For
incidence angles up to 47◦, an RASR performance of –
20 dB or better is achieved for all target locations within a
scene.

Besides ambiguity levels, the range swath width is ana-
lyzed based on the global simulation results. The scene size
is limited by instrument constraints, namely the data rate and
the echo buffer size. The possible length of the receive echo
window depends on the sampling rate and therefore the used
range chirp bandwidth and on the PRF. For the staring spot-
light mode, the maximum possible range chirp bandwidth of
300 MHz is used to achieve the best possible range resolution.
The scene size varies with the used PRF which depends on
the individual acquisition scenario. The 2-D histogram of the
ground range scene size depending on the incidence angle is
depicted in Fig. 14. The overall trend of decreasing scene sizes
with increasing incidence angle is caused by the slant-to-ground
range projection. However, changes in the used PRF range over
incidence angle are clearly visible, e.g., around 34◦ incidence
angle. Here, the target PRF changes from 5100 to 4450 Hz
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Fig. 14. Contour lines of the 2-D histogram of all simulated nominal ground
range scene extents.

Fig. 15. Scatter plot of the net duration of all simulated staring spotlight
acquisitions as a function of incidence angle. Calibration and noise pulse
recording before start and after the end of the acquisition further prolongate
the acquisition for about 1 s.

allowing for a positive step in the ground range scene size,
although the incidence angle increases.

The azimuth scene size is not analyzed here since it does not
depend on the actual PRF of the acquisition but only on the
specifications derived in Section II-C, which are based on the
predicted AASR and NESZ performance.

Another interesting acquisition parameter is the duration.
All spotlight modes are innately noncontinuous in azimuth.
The longer the acquisition lasts, the larger is the gap between
two consecutive acquisitions. For the constant azimuth steering
span of 4.42◦ used for staring spotlight, the acquisition dura-
tion depends on the satellite altitude and the incidence angle.
The duration increases with incidence angle and orbit altitude.
Fig. 15 depicts the net acquisition duration, i.e., only imaging
pulses, versus incidence angle as a scatter plot for all sim-
ulated scenes. For the complete execution time of a staring
spotlight acquisition, the times required to record calibration
and noise measurements add about one additional second. The
variation of approximately 0.5 s in the net acquisition duration
for a fixed incidence angle is due to the orbit altitude varia-
tion. The apparent white band in the upper part of the scattered
area—especially visible for low incidence angles—appears
due to the absence of landmasses and therefore simulated
acquisitions with orbit altitudes between the south of Patagonia
and north of the Antarctic Peninsula.

IV. EVALUATION OF STARING SPOTLIGHT ACQUISITIONS

In order to complement and verify the simulations shown in
the previous sections and to complete the TerraSAR-X staring

Fig. 16. Zoom into a TerraSAR-X staring spotlight scene over the DLR
Oberpfaffenhofen SAR calibration facility showing nine corner reflectors
marked with red arrows. For the acquisition elevation, beam spot_010 with
20◦ incidence angle was used.

TABLE III
IRF CHARACTERISTICS OF 27 POINT TARGET ANALYSES

spotlight mode specifications, several acquisitions over selected
locations have been acquired. These were areas with deployed
corner reflectors for the analysis of the IRF and areas contain-
ing calm water bodies to estimate the NESZ characteristics.
Agricultural fields have been acquired to evaluate the radiomet-
ric resolution. The data were processed with an updated version
of the TerraSAR-X multimode SAR processor [24], capable of
handling staring spotlight data. The same processor is used for
the operational staring spotlight processing [25].

A. Point Target Analysis

The IRF characteristics have been analyzed using single
look, slant range, complex data of three acquisitions acquired
over the Oberpfaffenhofen SAR calibration facility where nine
corner reflectors had been deployed. Fig. 16 shows a zoom into
one of the image products acquired with the elevation beam
spot_010 with an incidence angle of 20◦. All nine corner reflec-
tors appear as bright point targets on grassland as background.
From their responses, the resolutions in range and azimuth, as
well as the integrated sidelobe ratio (ISLR) and the peak-to-
side lobe ratio (PSLR) in both directions, can be determined.
Three acquisitions with steep (20◦), medium (47◦), and shal-
low (59◦) incidence angle have been analyzed. The results are
shown in Table III. The resolutions agree very well with the the-
oretical predictions. However, the achieved azimuth focusing
quality depends on the reference height used by the processor
as shown in [25]. In order to account for reference DEM errors,
the specification of the azimuth resolution is lowered to 24 cm
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Fig. 17. NESZ evaluated by a distributed target analysis of a full staring spot-
light image over the Aswan dam, Egypt. The scene size is approximately 5.0 km
in range and 3.2 km in azimuth direction. The regions defined as distributed tar-
gets are indicated as colored dots. The color represents the NESZ—see color
bar. The used beam (spot_081) has an incidence angle of 50◦.

Fig. 18. NESZ derived from low backscatter area measurements over water
bodies for different beams. The areas have been analyzed over the whole
range of the scene at the center in azimuth direction. Each color represents
measurements from a different acquisition.

(cf. Table V). The median values for PSLR and ISLR are below
–25 and –18 dB, respectively. These values correspond to the
specifications of the high-resolution spotlight mode. However,
the maximum measured values for staring spotlight are worse
for azimuth. This can be explained by the extremely long inte-
gration times. Even very small disturbances during the synthetic
aperture time of up to 10.7 s can lead to a degradation of the
IRF. For this reason, the specification of PSLR and ISLR in
the azimuth direction for staring spotlight is relaxed to –20 and
–16 dB, respectively (cf. Table V).

B. NESZ Estimation

To assess the NESZ performance, acquisitions over calm
water bodies (lakes, rivers, and coastal regions) have been
commanded. Fig. 17 shows a staring spotlight acquisition of
the Aswan dam in Egypt with the river Nile as an example.
Colored dots represent areas over calm water that have been
selected as distributed targets. The targets are lying approxi-
mately on two lines, resulting in an elevation and an azimuth
cut. The colors represent the estimated NESZ according to the
color bar. It ranges from –18.5 dB at scene center to –15 dB
at the azimuth edges of the scene. The used elevation beam
is spot_081 with an incidence angle of 50◦. The measured

TABLE IV
RESOLUTIONS IN GROUND RANGE (δRg) AND AZIMUTH (δAz) FOR

HIGH-RESOLUTION SPOTLIGHT SPATIALLY ENHANCED (SE) AND

STARING SPOTLIGHT RADIOMETRICLY ENHANCED (RE) PRODUCTS

FOR SIX ANALYZED IMAGES ACQUIRED WITH THREE DIFFERENT

ELEVATION BEAMS

The resolutions as well as the equivalent number of looks (ENL) ENLproc. are
annotated in the products by the operational processor. The ENL estimated by
a distributed target analysis over a region of interest (ROI) ENLROI is shown
in the last column.

TABLE V
SPECIFIED PARAMETERS OF THE TERRASAR-X STARING SPOTLIGHT

MODE FOR THE FULL PERFORMANCE RANGE OVER GROUND RANGE

(RG) AND AZIMUTH (AZ)

For the data collection range, the worst-case values based on simulation results
and measurements are annotated.

NESZ variation over azimuth of 3.4 dB corresponds very well
to the simulation results presented in [5] (for the used elevation
beam with 50◦ incidence angle, 75% of the boresight azimuth
beam width are used). The shape of the azimuth NESZ pro-
file as predicted by the simulation is clearly visible. The profile
around the azimuth scene center in range direction is almost
flat, with NESZ values below –18 dB. Generally, the NESZ pro-
file in range direction corresponds to the shape of the elevation
antenna pattern. In the shown example, only a small fraction of
the elevation antenna pattern is used at the incidence angle of
50◦. Therefore, the NESZ variation over range is smaller than
the 6 dB that one could expect for using the full 3-dB elevation
beam width.

The same NESZ measurement approach based on low
backscatter, calm water areas was employed to evaluate sev-
eral scenes acquired with different elevation beams. In Fig. 18,
the NESZ profiles over range (at azimuth scene center) of 12
acquisitions are depicted over incidence angle. The measure-
ments confirm an NESZ better than –18 dB for an incidence
angle range up to 45◦. This value of –18 dB is specified for
the full performance range of the staring spotlight mode (cf.
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Fig. 19. Zoom into SAR images of Sydney, Australia (Harbour Bridge) acquired in high-resolution spotlight mode (left) and in staring spotlight mode (right).
The used elevation beam spot_048 has an incidence angle of 38◦. Both images are processed to the same resolution resulting in a higher number of looks for the
staring spotlight image.

Table V) for the center of the scene in azimuth direction. This
NESZ degrades toward the azimuth edges of the scene.

C. Radiometric Resolution

In order to evaluate the radiometric resolution based on the
equivalent number of looks (ENL) of the TerraSAR-X staring
spotlight mode, three acquisitions are analyzed. The elevation
beams of the acquisitions are spot_013, spot_042, and spot_055
with 22◦, 36◦, and 41◦ incidence angle, respectively. The
acquisitions are processed to multilook ground-range detected
products in the radiometrically enhanced (RE) variant, aver-
aging approximately five to seven looks [1]. For comparison
reasons, the same scenes have also been acquired using the
high-resolution spotlight mode. These acquisitions are pro-
cessed to spatially enhanced (SE) products. The SE product
is processed to the best possible square ground resolution [1].
These product variants are chosen since their spatial resolutions
are very similar to each other. In Table IV, the values annotated
by the operational processor for the spatial resolutions in range
(δRg) and azimuth (δAz) as well as the ENLproc. are summa-
rized. The staring spotlight products have approximately five
times the number of looks than the high-resolution spotlight
products if processed to the same spatial resolution.

In order to confirm the annotated number of looks, the data
were analyzed using a distributed target technique. The ENL
can be estimate from the statistics of the acquired data over an
ROI according to

ENLROI =

(
μROI

σROI

)2

. (4)

The parameters μROI and σROI represent the mean and
the standard deviation of the image pixel intensity (power),
respectively [11], [26]. The ROI is selected to be a homoge-
neous backscatter area, e.g., an agricultural field, treated as a

distributed target [19], [27]. In Table IV, the radiometric reso-
lutions derived by this method are shown as ENLROI for the six
analyzed scenes. Each of the values represents the median over
several ROIs selected in every scene.

The number of looks annotated by the processor (ENLproc.)
is in all cases slightly larger than the one derived by the dis-
tributed target analysis (ENLROI), but the results agree very
well. The reason for the differences might be a residual tex-
ture component in the analyzed ROIs, e.g., agricultural fields.
The areas are visually chosen to be without any texture and
homogeneous. Nevertheless, some structure might be present.

V. FIRST ACQUISITIONS FROM OPERATIONAL

ENVIRONMENT

The main difference between the high-resolution spotlight
and staring spotlight mode is the significantly larger azimuth
steering angle of the latter mode. In Fig. 19, exemplary acqui-
sitions of both modes are compared. A zoom into the multilook
ground-range detected TerraSAR-X products shows a part of
Sydney, Australia (the Harbour Bridge area). The left image is
derived from a high-resolution spotlight acquisition, whereas
the right image shows details of a staring spotlight image.
Both acquisitions are acquired with a range chirp bandwidth
of 300 MHz and processed to the same azimuth resolution.
Therefore, the pixel spacing and the resolution are identical.
However, the staring spotlight image has a better radiomet-
ric performance since a mulitlooking factor of approximately
five could be applied. The reduced Speckle noise facilitates the
identification of single elements, e.g., of the arch’s metal struc-
ture. Additionally, the longer synthetic aperture and the larger
angular azimuth steering span are visible as the bright segment
on the upper left part of the arch structure is much longer in the
staring spotlight acquisition than in the high-resolution spot-
light acquisition. With staring spotlight, a larger part of the
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Fig. 20. Tanks of an oil refinery in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, acquired with
elevation beam spot_075 at an incidence angle of 48◦. The high-resolution spot-
light acquisition (left) was acquired in 2009. The staring spotlight acquisition
(right) was acquired in 2013.

curved structure is imaged at an azimuth angle, which causes
a strong reflection of the incident electromagnetic wave.

Fig. 20 shows another pair of high-resolution spotlight
(left) and staring spotlight (right) images. The high-resolution
spotlight image has already been acquired in 2009 by the
TerraSAR-X satellite, whereas the staring spotlight image has
been acquired in 2013 by the TanDEM-X satellite. The images
are a zoom into the area of a refinery in Rotterdam, the
Netherlands, and show a tank and pipelines. Both images
are processed to the same geometric resolution. Therefore,
the radiometric performance of the staring spotlight image
is improved by multilooking. Especially, the pipelines in the
upper part of the images and the structure of the ground sur-
rounding the tank are better visible. Also, the shadow of the
tank on the right side of the images is more homogeneous in
the staring spotlight image.

Both images are examples for the improvements achieved by
the operationalization of the staring spotlight mode regarding
the monitoring capabilities for critical infrastructure with the
TerraSAR-X system.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper summarizes the optimizations conducted dur-
ing the operationalization of the TerraSAR-X staring spotlight
mode. The challenges faced by the increased azimuth antenna
steering—beyond the limits the system had originally been
designed for—have been addressed. Operational commanding
parameters such as PRF ranges, margin settings, and scene size
definitions have been determined. A novel global performance
assessment approach was introduced. This approach utilizes
the operational command generation software embedded in
a simulation framework. Globally distributed acquisitions are
simulated and the results evaluated. This approach delivers
performance estimates as close to the real-world system as
possible. The global simulation demonstrated the suitability of
the commanding parameters for acquisitions all over the world
with changing orbit altitudes and challenging topographic con-
ditions. On top of that, the simulation approach is part of
the verification process for the updated operational command
generation algorithms capable of handling the staring spot-
light mode. Finally, measurement results of IRF parameters and
NESZ characteristics have been presented and image examples

showed an increase in target details and detectability provided
by of the operational staring spotlight products.

An essential output of the mode operationalization phase is
the specification of the image products. The analysis described
in this paper in hand delivered the inputs for an updated version
of the TerraSAR-X basic product specification [1]. A summary
of the specified performance parameters of the TerraSAR-X
staring spotlight mode for the full performance incidence angle
range is given in Table V. Additionally, worst-case parameters
for the data collection incidence angle range are provided. The
azimuth scene size definition is based on results from Section II.
In Section III, the range scene size, as well as RASR and AASR,
has been derived. The specification of the geometric resolution,
the NESZ, and the sidelobe ratios is based on results shown in
Section IV.
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